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ACROSS
1 Out-of-the-box uses
6 Was streaking

10 The Benedict who
was the first pope to
resign in 598 years

13 "Awwright, here's
the deal..."

14 One living across the
river from Juárez

16 "C'mon... don't pick
anyone else..."

17 Painful knee injuries
common in soccer
and football

18 Leonard Bernstein
was the first
American to conduct
here, in 1953

20 Performed well
enough

21 It's not free to drive,
briefly

22 One way for
publishers to
monetize video
games, for short

24 Something to take at
a rave

25 You can get a big one
from a mouse

27 The singer was
"wastin' time" at one
in a 1968
chart-topper

29 _____ Dutta,
Bollywood star and
former Miss Universe

31 "C'mon, hurry it up"
35 "Because why not...",

in slang
38 Ink you can get in a

can
39 Certain

passive-aggressive
action

40 Tool whose name is
also spelled with an E
at its end

41 Yanks support?
45 The first animal

mentioned in the
"Doctor Dolittle"
song "Talk to the
Animals"

48 "Just as I suspected"
50 The one sitting on a

busy subway whose
bags take up two
seats on either side
of them, e.g.

51 Place where you
don't want the beat
to drop?

53 Like one major
Portland, but
definitely not like the
other one

55 Way up
57 What Heaven and

Hell have in common
58 Don't give away your

position, say
59 Stars in the mane

event?
60 Nice words, to say

the least
61 Requirement in the

later rounds of the
World Series of Poker
main event

62 Pippi Longstocking is
one

DOWN
1 "That couldn't have

lined up any better!"
2 It's big up north
3 Tops on the tour
4 Coast at which the

finish line of the
Ironman World
Championship is
found

5 Old Norse poet that
sounds like a steam
burn

6 Cuts stop action on
one

7 No brisk pace
8 Old computer chip

(or, read another
way, a COVID-era
school dance?)

9 Nickname for Captain
McGarrett's sidekick
in a 1970s TV series

10 Aztec cacao-based
drink from which the
English word for a
sweet treat derives

11 Escort of Norse myth
whose "ride" is
depicted in a Wagner
opera

12 Whom the majority
(or plurality) favor

13 Chokers around
mouths

15 "Mmm, mmm... I like
what you're cookin'!"

19 Its northern border is
the 60° north parallel

23 Beatnik whose
travels with Kerouac
inspired "On the
Road"

26 Choreographed
display of signs from
fans in a soccer
stadium, from the
Italian

28 Shout when you roll a
total of 30

30 Units of âge
32 "You dead, _____?"

("Cool Runnings"
line)

33 Good quality for a
roast

34 Like many kids on
12/24

35 They'll marry you, for
short

36 Buildup in the gouty
37 Have a landmark

experience, maybe
42 Was driven, maybe

43 "The real nature of
the present revealed
itself: it was what
exists, all that was
not present did not
exist" writer

44 Name of a Brontë
governess

46 Sporty car model
whose white-colored
version is said to
resemble a Tic Tac

47 Submitted, with "for"
49 Things people may

put behind them
52 Sperm that fertilizes

the eggs of a fish
(which is also a
man's nickname)

54 He first translated
"übermensch" as
"superman", for the
title of a literary work

55 Subject of the 2012
documentary "Mr.
Blue Sky", for short

56 MLB squad that
underwent a name
change in 2021


